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I take it personally when I see a shop owner suffer an
unexpected medical emergency and have to be away
from their shop for six months at a time. My reaction
is never “I told you so!” Instead it’s “what else could
I have told you?”

You can use all the extra money your shop produces
to buy yourself a brand-new Mercedes Coupe!
Email etwiggs@autotraining.net to receive a
contingency planning template to help you
commit to the process.

Missed Opportunity

by Kim Hickey, ATI Coach

		
Missed opportunities are around us everywhere.
		
Sometimes we don’t see opportunities because
		
we are not looking, sometimes it is because we 		
		
choose to ignore them, and sometimes we
		
didn’t realize there was an opportunity until after
		
the fact. I don’t know about the rest of you, but I have
		
more times than I care to admit where I realize only
too late that there was an opportunity I should have seized and failed to.
These are the moments that help us grow. These are the moments that
each and every time you come to that realization, it puts just one more
tool in your tool box. It makes you vow not to miss the next one. It makes
you want to do better next time.

Sam’s Corner
The ATI Way

Fundamental #4: Make quality personal
At ATI, we don’t do good, we do
great. Take pride in the quality of
everything you touch and
everything you do. From the way
you create a proposal to the way
you answer the phone, from the
way you set up a classroom to the
way you fill out paperwork, always
ask yourself, “Is this my best work?”
Remember that absolutely everything
“speaks” to our clients, and everything you touch has your
signature. Sign in bold ink.
—From Zach Booth, ATI New Business Development

Some of these opportunities are subtle and some are just plain old
“low-hanging fruit.” I went to the grocery store today and as I was
stepping out of my truck, I saw three vehicles that needed a headlight
restoration. That was without me looking for them, without me even
Making quality personal, is something that I strive to do
turning my head in any direction other than where I was looking getting
daily. Not just at work, but also at home with my family. It’s
out of my truck. Once I closed my truck door and started “looking” for
something my father instilled in me at a very young age. He’s
those opportunities, there were many more. While I was looking for
always told me “A man’s work is a portrait of himself.” At ATI the
cloudy headlights, I then started noticing low tires, some with uneven
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tread wear, wiper blades that looked like pieces were sticking up out of
im Hickey
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ATI Coachthem, and some assorted other items that needed attention. If I still had
showing your best work? There’s always somebody watching
my shop, I would have written a quick note on the back of one of my
you each and every day. What better way to show someone
Missed opportunities are around us everywhere. Sometimes we don’t see opportunities because we are
business cards that said “I noticed that your x (tires, headlights, etc.) look
what kind of person you are and what kind of company we are,
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™Life may be full of missed opportunities,
want you on the program. Please email me at:
but
it is the next opportunity that is the most
Life may be full of missed opportunities, but it is the next opportunity that is the most important!” –podcast@autotraining.net to set up your personal interview.
important!∫ – Adrian McGinn
Adrian McGinn

Please go to http://drivingchangeatati.podbean.com/ to listen
to the podcasts already there. Be sure to download the app and
subscribe so you will be notified when new podcasts are added.
Don’t forget to leave a comment if you liked it. Share it with a
fellow shop owner or just a friend.

by Rick Johnson, ATI Coach
Man, this summer and year have flown by for me!! And I am sure for you as well. And here we are
right in the middle of the back to school hustle and bustle. I have grandkids going to kindergarten
and preschool and even first grade! A lot of you probably do too, as well as kids going into college
for the first year and some even heading into their final year. All this school activity has sure gotten me to thinking — what about you? When was the last time you sharpened the knife with some
training? For a lot of you it has been a long while. We all make sure our kids go to school and even
make sure our techs take training and get their ASE tests done.
But what about us? Why do we not make sure that we attend class on a regular basis? There are a
few of you that have just gone to the first owners’ class and never made it back for more. There
are five owners’ classes and four service advisor classes. And some classes are even virtual. And it
has never been easier to sign up for a class than it is now: simply click on the ATI connect app and
click classes and it shows all the classes and the dates and one more click, and you are registered!
So, this week, let’s take a minute to review what classes you have attended and when; I have all the
records at my fingertips. I have yet, in 11 years of coaching, to have someone come back from class
and say they didn’t get a lot out of it. Most come back
with pages of notes and a new sense of direction and determination to finally
make the changes needed to have a business that gives them what they 		
want. Let’s decide together what class would be best for you and get it 		
scheduled so that you too can get on the “Back to School
Bandwagon”!
			
And speaking of back to school and the need to continually
			
sharpen the axe, let me tell you of another great
			
opportunity to learn, and learn from your peers.
				
How about 20 Group? Are you in an ATI 20 Group yet?
				
And if not, why not? Wow, talk about probably four
				
of the most powerful days you can spend in a years’
				
time! Two days of meetings with 19 of your peers in
				
the spring and two days in the fall, and monthly
				
zoom meetings in-between. It is amazing to me to
				
see the great ideas shared at these meetings and
				
the pages and pages of notes members take home
				
to make changes in their business. Many have told
			
me that they have gotten as much out of a 20
				
Group meeting as they do class. Just talk to your 		
				
coach about what it takes to be in a 20 Group.
					
					
					
					
					
					

That’s a lot of learning opportunities for sure,
so go shopping, get a book bag and some pencils
and please take advantage of all these
wonderful opportunities to sharpen that axe. And
take a moment to let this quote from Henry Ford
sink in:

					
“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at
				
twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning
						
stays young.” —Henry Ford
					
					

PS. If you don’t have the ATI connect app downloaded yet,
let me know and I will send the instructions on how to do
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Car Care Month Is Coming! Are You Ready?
by Mike Haley, ATI Team Leader

What if I told you there is an event you can do in October to bring in new customers, get reacquainted with old
customers and provide a community service. Would you want it? If I told you this event has national recognition
and sponsorship. This event already exists, and it is the Car Care Month performed every year in October and April.
The Car Care Council was developed to help educate consumers on the second largest investment they have, their
vehicles. Car Care offers everything you need to help schedule, plan and promote your event. For a small cost you
will receive your car care kit which includes all the point of sale tools needed to have a successful event.
www.carcare.org

